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Abstract
Toroidal plasma ﬂow driven by turbulent torque associated with nonlinear residual stress generation is shown to recover the observed key features of intrinsic rotation in experiments. Speciﬁcally,
the turbulence-driven intrinsic rotation scales close to linearly with plasma gradients and the inverse of the plasma current, qualitatively reproducing empirical scalings obtained from a large
experimental data base. The eﬀect of magnetic shear on the symmetry breaking in the parallel
wavenumber spectrum is identiﬁed. The origin of the current scaling is found to be the enhanced
k symmetry breaking induced by increased radial variation of the safety factor as the current decreases. The physics origin for the linear dependence of intrinsic rotation on the pressure gradient
comes from the fact that both turbulence intensity and the zonal ﬂow shear, which are two key
ingredients for driving the residual stress, are increased with the strength of the turbulence drives,
which are R/LTe and R/Lne for the collisionless trapped electron mode (CTEM). Highlighted
results also include robust radial pinches in toroidal ﬂow, heat and particle transport driven by
CTEM turbulence, which emerge “in phase”, and are shown to play important roles in determining plasma proﬁles. Also discussed are experimental tests proposed to validate ﬁndings from these
gyrokinetic simulations.
PACS numbers: 52.25Fi, 52.35Ra, 52.65Tt
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Momentum transport and plasma ﬂow generation are complex transport phenomena of
great importance in magnetic conﬁnement fusion research. It is generally believed that the
prospects for achieving high quality plasma performance in magnetically-conﬁned plasmas
will be signiﬁcantly enhanced by optimizing plasma ﬂow characteristics. This can play a
critical role in both controlling large-scale (macroscopic) plasma instability and in reducing
energy loss due to plasma micro-turbulence. In current fusion experiments, a large plasma
rotation can be driven by neutral beam injection which also provides momentum input while
heating the plasma. In large size burning plasmas, however, the use of neutral beams for
plasma heating becomes very challenging. On the other hand, it is found that toroidal
plasmas can self-organize and develop rotation without an external torque. This intrinsic or
spontaneous rotation phenomenon has been widely observed in many fusion devices,1–5 and
is expected to have a major inﬂuence on controlling the plasma rotation in the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). Developing the needed understanding for
realistically simulating and modeling the associated dynamics is clearly a high priority area
of current research.
Recently, extensive experimental studies have been carried out on this topic. The parametric dependence of the intrinsic rotation has been statistically characterized using a broad
range of experimental data bases obtained in multiple machines. Speciﬁcally, the increment
of central intrinsic rotation is shown to increase with the increment of plasma stored energy
and to scale with the inverse of the plasma current (the so-called Rice scaling) for H-mode
plasmas without neutral beam heating.6 Similar empirical scaling is also observed in other
devices including JT-60U7 and LHD,8 where the intrinsic rotation velocity is shown to increase with the ion pressure gradient in core plasmas with an internal transport barrier
(ITB). There is no doubt that these results are important for making a qualitative projection of plasma rotation in ITER. A more fundamental, critical issue is to understand the
underlying physical origins of the experimental empirical scalings. This is the major focus
of this study.
Out of various possibilities of physical dynamics which may play roles in determining
toroidal rotation, the strong coupling between toroidal momentum and energy transport
generally observed in fusion experiments9–11 suggests that micro-turbulence is a key player.
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For turbulence driven toroidal momentum ﬂux, a generic structure can be expressed as
follows:
∂Uφ
+ Vp Uφ + Πrs
r,φ ,
∂r
where Uφ is the toroidal rotation velocity. In addition to diﬀusion (ﬁrst term with χφ the
Γφ ∝ −χφ

momentum diﬀusivity), there are two nondiﬀusive components, momentum pinch (second
term with Vp the pinch velocity) and residual stress (third term). The three components in
the momentum ﬂux are highly distinct not only formally but also physically. Besides their
diﬀerent physical origins under turbulence circumstances, they have qualitatively distinct
eﬀects on the toroidal ﬂow formation. Note that all three components have been observed
in tokamak experiments.
The residual stress Πrs
r,φ is deﬁned as a speciﬁc part of the Reynolds stress with no direct
dependence on either the rotation velocity or its gradient. Apparently, a fundamentally
distinct eﬀect of residual stress is that it can generate local toroidal momentum in a rotationfree plasma, which, incorporating proper boundary eﬀects at (ﬂux) surfaces enclosing the
plasma, oﬀers an ideal mechanism to drive meso-scale intrinsic rotation. In a broad physical
context, this is a type of wave-driven ﬂow phenomenon which operates via wave-particle
resonant interaction.12 In experiments, the existence of intrinsic torque is conﬁrmed by the
fact that a net neutral-beam-induced external torque is required to counter-balance intrinsic
torque in order to hold the plasma stationary without rotating.13
Systematic global gyrokinetic simulations using experimentally relevant parameters have
revealed an important nonlinear ﬂow generation process due to the residual stress produced
by electrostatic turbulence of ion temperature gradient (ITG) modes and trapped electron
modes (TEM).14,15 Both ﬂuctuation intensity and intensity gradient were identiﬁed to drive
residual stress. A generic, key ingredient for turbulence driven residual stress is the presence
of asymmetry in the parallel wave number spectrum,12 which can be obtained via various
mechanisms.14,16–21 In the idealized case, for most drift wave instabilities, both signs of k
are equally excited, resulting in a reﬂection symmetry in the k spectrum. Perfect local k
symmetry means perfectly balanced population density between co- and counter-propagating
acoustic waves along the torus, and thus a vanishing net local momentum torque. Therefore,
a critical, generic piece of physics behind the residual stress spinning up the plasma is the
breaking of the k → −k symmetry and the generation of a nonvanishing averaged k .
Concerning the origin of the symmetry breaking, turbulence self-generated low frequency
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zonal ﬂow shear has been found to be a key, general mechanism in various turbulence regimes.
Simulations and theory also suggest other mechanisms beyond E × B shear eﬀects.15,19,21–26
In this work, the characteristic dependence of the turbulence-driven intrinsic rotation on
plasma parameters is investigated using the global Gyrokinetic Tokamak Simulation (GTS)
code27 with focus on understanding the underlying physics associated with the experimental
empirical scalings of intrinsic rotation. The GTS code is a global, δf particle-in-cell code
based on a generalized gyrokinetic simulation model and the use of realistic magnetic conﬁgurations. It incorporates the comprehensive inﬂuence of non-circular cross section, realistic
plasma proﬁles, plasma rotation, neoclassical (equilibrium) electric ﬁeld, Coulomb collisions,
and other features.
Our focus is on the electron transport dominated regimes that are highly signiﬁcant
for ITER, but which are diﬃcult to access in current experiments. To simulate electron
turbulence and ion turbulence with non-adiabatic electron physics, fully-kinetic electron
physics is included in the GTS code.15 One highlighted feature, distinct from many other
gyrokinetic simulations, is that both trapped and untrapped electrons are included in the
non-adiabatic response.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, characteristics of turbulence
nonlinearly-driven plasma ﬂows are investigated. The primary purpose is to attempt to shed
light on the physics origin of empirical scalings of intrinsic rotation. In Sec. III, meso-scale
phenomena in collisionless trapped electron mode (CTEM) turbulence, including ﬂows, and
particle and heat pinches, are discussed. A summary and discussion are given in Sec. IV.

II.

CHARACTERISTIC

DEPENDENCE

OF

TURBULENCE

DRIVEN

TOROIDAL ROTATION

The turbulence-nonlinearly-driven residual stress, acting as an intrinsic torque, spins up
toroidal rotation eﬀectively. In our previous study, ITG turbulence driven “intrinsic” torque
was shown to increase close to linearly with ion pressure gradient,15 in qualitative agreement with experimental observations in various devices6–8 including more recent I-mode
plasmas in C-MOD.28 More recently, a theoretical model of a plasma “engine” was used to
capture a similar scaling behavior for ITG-driven ﬂow with adiabatic electrons.29 For certain plasma parameters of fusion experiments, collisionless TEM turbulence can be a major
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source to drive multiple-channel transport, including toroidal momentum transport. However, the momentum transport and ﬂow generation phenomena have not been well explored
experimentally in the electron transport dominated regimes. Quantifying the characteristic dependence of turbulence generated toroidal ﬂow in the electron turbulence regimes is
particularly important for ITER experiments in which the electron channel is expected to
dominate plasma transport.
The characteristic dependence of intrinsic torque driven by CTEM turbulence is numerically investigated in this section. The GTS simulations are carried out over a wide range
of experimentally relevant plasma parameters, which cover various regimes with respect to
diﬀerent sources of free energy for driving CTEM turbulence.

A.

Dependence of turbulent torque on electron profile gradients

First, we explore the relationship between turbulence driven residual stress and associated intrinsic torque and electron proﬁle gradients. For this parametric scan study, radial
proﬁles of electron density/temperature/pressure gradient
  usedinsimulations are speciﬁed
6
ρ − ρc
according to the expression: R0 /Lne ,Te ,pe = −κ exp −
, along with a ﬁxed den0.28
sity/temperature/pressure at the center ρc = 0.5 (in terms of normalized minor radius).
This gives a fairly uniform CTEM drive in a region centered at ρc and near zero gradient
elsewhere. The simulation scan is performed by varying the κ value. Note that these gyrokinetic simulations are performed on the turbulence time scale which is much shorter than the
transport time scale for signiﬁcant evolution of plasma proﬁles. Thus, the eﬀect of proﬁle
evolution during a simulation is small. The simulation domain is from ρ = 0.1 to ρ = 0.9.
As a general feature of global gyrokinetic simulations, one must specify boundary conditions in the radial direction, unlike local ﬂux-tube simulations which normally use periodic
boundary conditions. In all simulations in this paper, absorbing boundary conditions are
used by applying a damping eﬀect in very narrow boundary layers, typically, at ρ > 0.8 and
ρ < 0.2, which work to remove ﬂuctuations coming from the unstable core region that reach
the boundaries. This may correspond to certain realistic situations, for which the inﬂuence
from outside of the simulated plasma region is negligible. For all simulations presented in
this paper, plasmas are initially rotation-free and momentum-source-free, which allows us
to concentrate on the residual stress and associated intrinsic torque. An equilibrium E × B
5

shear is also included via the radial force balance relation, which, however, is seen to be a
minor player with respect to CTEM self-generated zonal ﬂows. The numerical magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equilibrium used in this study corresponds to a real DIII-D discharge.
Other major parameters used include: R0 /LTi = 2.4, Te /Ti = 1.2 at the center (ρ = 0.5),
and perpendicular grid size Δ⊥ ∼ 0.5ρs (locally) which allows for suﬃcient spatial resolution for CTEM turbulence with speciﬁed parameters. All simulations in this paper use
100 particle/cell·species. Convergence studies have shown that the so-called noise-induced
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FIG. 1: Radial proﬁle of toroidal momentum density at three diﬀerent times (left), and time history
of volume-integrated toroidal momentum (with three marks corresponding to the three curves in
the left panel) and turbulence intensity at a central location ρ = 0.5 (right).

Before presenting our major results concerning the primary issue of this paper, it is
necessary to examine how a net ion toroidal momentum (rotation) at the meso-scale is
produced. Typical results for CTEM turbulence are illustrated in Fig. 1. At an early
phase, radially local toroidal momentum (rotation) is produced in either one of both co- and
counter-current directions in the central core turbulence region due to the local turbulent
torque associated with nonlinear residual stress generation. This is illustrated by the black
curve in the left panel of Fig. 1, which shows a radial proﬁle of toroidal momentum density
pφ at t = 100. The gyrokinetic description of tokamak plasmas is shown to conserve toroidal
momentum.30,31 It is remarked that the total (volume-integrated) toroidal momentum Pφ ≡

pφ d3 r is close to zero, and indeed is approximately conserved in the simulation until a well
saturated nonlinear phase (t < 110), as seen in the right panel of Fig. 1. A net toroidal
momentum starts to develop in the co-current direction after this point when turbulence
6

ﬂuctuations reach the boundaries of the simulated plasma and begin to be aﬀected by
them. Note that the total momentum increases at a nearly constant rate. Besides the
fundamentally key role of nonlinear residual stress, this complicated process may involve
several important eﬀects. First, the total momentum density inside the plasma consists of
contributions from resonant particles and waves, and momentum exchange between them
occurs through resonant wave-particle interaction. The radial transport behavior between
wave momentum and resonant particle momentum is diﬀerent because of highly distinct
features of the associated momentum ﬂuxes (i.e., residual stress) between them.12 As a
consequence, wave-momentum and particle-momentum are dissipated at the boundaries
at diﬀerent rates (presumably, mostly wave momentum is absorbed at the boundaries),
leaving a net nonvanishing momentum inside the plasma. Particle ﬂux driven by CTEM
ﬂuctuations also plays a role. Particle ﬂux can inﬂuence the rotation proﬁle formation by
carrying a convective ﬂux of toroidal momentum once local toroidal momentum is generated
due to the residual stress. Finally, toroidal momentum can be exchanged between ions and

dPφ/dt (∼volume−integrated torque) (a.u.)

electrons. However, this eﬀect should be less signiﬁcant because of the small e-i mass ratio.
0.6
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FIG. 2: CTEM-driven total intrinsic torque (spatially averaged) versus electron pressure gradient
R0 /Lpe .

Instead of calculating the local torque ∇ · Πrs
r,φ , we examine the rate of toroidal momentum generation, dPφ /dt, associated with the residual stress. Apparently, the quantity
dPφ /dt is a measure of the volume-integrated (or spatially averaged) torque driven by turbulence, which has better correspondence to the intrinsic torque inferred from experiments or
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measured central intrinsic rotation. The simulation results for total intrinsic torque dPφ /dt
driven by CTEM turbulence, versus the electron pressure gradient ∇pe , are summarized in
Fig. 2, in which three curves correspond to three cases of free energy for driving CTEM. The
dominant free energy sources are ∇n (black), ∇Te (green) and a combination of both (red),
respectively. For all three cases, the turbulence driven torque associated with nonlinearly
generated residual stress is found to increase close to linearly with the electron pressure
gradient. In other words, a larger central intrinsic rotation is expected to be produced in
a plasma with a higher electron pressure gradient. The dominant underlying physics governing this scaling is rather straightforward, namely, both the turbulence intensity and the
zonal ﬂow shear, which are two key ingredients for driving residual stress, are increased
with the strength of the CTEM drive R0 /Lpe . Moreover, the observation of the black curve
being above the green and red curves indicates that the free energy in the density gradient is
more eﬃcient than that in the temperature gradient in driving intrinsic rotation via CTEM
turbulence. One robust feature of CTEM driven intrinsic rotation is also highly remarkable, namely, the intrinsic rotation is generated mostly in the co-current direction, which
appears to be consistent with the trend of experimental observations in H-mode plasmas.6
These results predicted from the gyrokinetic simulations suggest a strong connection between intrinsic rotation and electron parameters, which may have important implications,
particularly for ITER experiments. It will be highly interesting to test this prediction in
experiments. As a good opportunity for validation study, particularly, NSTX experiments
can be used as a unique platform to test the predicted characteristic dependence of intrinsic
rotation on electron parameters in electron transport dominated regimes.

B.

Current scaling of turbulence driven intrinsic torque

Now we turn to exploring the dependence of turbulence driven residual stress and intrinsic
rotation on the plasma current Ip . Again, this simulation study is carried out for CTEM
turbulence. The primary purpose is to attempt to shed light on the physics origin of the
current scaling which was obtained in multiple devices.6 For this simulation study we adopt
a similar methodology to that used in experiments for various investigations of current scans.
A set of simulation experiments is carried out by holding the vacuum (external) magnetic
ﬁeld and plasma pressure proﬁle ﬁxed, while varying the plasma current. Speciﬁcally, this
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is accomplished by generating a series of shaped, numerical equilibria with Ip = 0.75, 1.0,
1.5 and 2.0 MA, using an MHD code named ESC.32
The plasma gradients used for this study are: R0 /LTe = R0 /Ln = 6 and R0 /LTi =
2.4 with Te /Ti = 1.2. Simulation results presented in the top-left panel of Fig. 3 show
that the rate of toroidal momentum generation by CTEM turbulence (i.e, total turbulent
torque) increases close to linearly with the inverse of the plasma current. This result indeed
reproduces the same trend as that of the Rice scaling. CTEM turbulence is well known to
drive plasma transport in multiple channels. It is highly interesting to compare this result of
toroidal momentum transport with those of turbulence driven heat and particle transport.
The results of simulated particle and electron heat ﬂuxes are presented in the upper-middle
panels of Fig. 3, which show that CTEM driven heat/particle ﬂuxes are nearly at the same
level for the four cases. In other words, turbulent particle and heat transport are roughly
independent of the plasma current in this scan, in contrast to the turbulent torque.
With respect to the torque versus ∇T , ∇n and ∇p scaling in ITG and CTEM turbulence,
the underlying physics governing the current scaling is less transparent. Both turbulence
intensities and intensity gradients are shown to drive the residual stress. First, we examine
the turbulence intensity levels of four cases. As is also shown in the top panel of Fig. 3, the
volume-integrated turbulence intensities in the steady state are actually at the same level
for the four cases, roughly independent of the current. This is consistent with the results
of the simulated heat and particle ﬂuxes whose magnitudes, in general, are believed to be
more primarily coupled with ﬂuctuation intensity than other turbulence related quantities,
and thus are insensitive to variation in the plasma current also. At the same time, the
turbulence intensity gradient, which can also contribute to driving residual stress with an
asymmetric ﬂuctuation spectrum in k due to turbulence wave radiation induced wave momentum diﬀusion,33 also does not show signiﬁcant current dependence that can account for
the torque vs Ip scaling observed in our simulations. Hence, these results imply that the underlying physics for the current scaling has to do with the symmetry breaking dynamics and
the associated mechanisms. This critical point is further directly elucidated by examining
the amplitude of spectrum-averaged parallel wave number, deﬁned as

1
(n/|n|)(nq − m)δΦ2mn
 2
k (r) ≡
,
qR0
δΦmn
which serves as a quantitative measurement for how strongly the k symmetry is broken.14
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FIG. 3: CTEM-driven total intrinsic torque and volume-integrated turbulence intensity at steady
state versus plasma current Ip (top-left), and radial proﬁles of q and dq/dr of the four equilibria
used in this scan (top-right); CTEM-driven particle ﬂuxes vs time at a central radial location where
dominant CTEM ﬂuctuations are present (upper-middle-left), and steady state electron heat ﬂuxes
vs ρ = r/a (upper-middle-right); spatio-temporal evolution of spectrum-averaged parallel wave
number – k  for two cases with Ip = 1.5 MA (lower-middle-left) and Ip = 0.75 MA (lower-middleright); and Spatio-temporal evolution of zonal ﬂow shearing rate for Ip = 1.5 MA (bottom-left)
and Ip = 0.75 MA (bottom-right).
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Here δΦmn is a mode amplitude, with m and n the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers,
respectively. The results for two cases with Ip = 1.5 MA and Ip = 0.75 MA are presented
in the lower-middle-panels of Fig. 3, which show that the overall amplitude of k  in the
> 2 as inprimary region of CTEM ﬂuctuations is signiﬁcantly increased (by a factor of ∼
dicated by the color bars) as the plasma current is halved. Consistent with the enhanced
k symmetry breaking, the CTEM generated intrinsic torque is roughly doubled from the
Ip = 1.5 MA case to the 0.75 MA case.
Now, the key issue turns out to be the understanding of what makes the diﬀerence in
the symmetry breaking when varying the plasma current. As we found previously, the
turbulence self-generated zonal ﬂow shear provides a generic mechanism for the symmetry
breaking. The E × B shearing rates of zonal ﬂows corresponding to the above two cases with
diﬀerent Ip values are presented in the bottom panels of Fig. 3, which, however, are found
to be very comparable. The color bars clearly show that the zonal ﬂow shearing rates are on
the same level. This indicates that the diﬀerence generated in the symmetry breaking level
is not associated with the zonal ﬂow shear. While zonal ﬂow shear is a common element
providing symmetry breaking in k , our previous simulations also indicated the existence
of other mechanisms beyond E × B shear. These include the radial variation of the safety
factor, to be discussed below.
Note that, on the other hand, the corresponding q proﬁle is remarkably boosted in the
four equilibria as the plasma current is decreased from 2MA to 0.75MA; so is its radial
variation, dq/dr (the top-right panel of Fig. 3). Also note that the parameter ρ∗ (≡ ρi /a)
for the four cases is roughly the same, i.e., ρ∗ ∼ 1/170, which is in the DIII-D range. This
observation is highly suggestive that the current scaling of intrinsic torque and rotation may
have connections with the change in the value of q and/or its radial variation.
To identify the eﬀects of the safety factor and the radial variation of it separately, further
computational experiments are performed. First, we examine the eﬀect of the q value. To
this end, three MHD equilibria are created, which hold the proﬁle of dq/dr (and plasma
pressure) ﬁxed while boosting the q proﬁle, as shown in the upper-right panel of Fig. 4.
For this scan, the CTEM driven intrinsic torque is found to decrease with the increase in
the q value, as illustrated in the upper-left panel of Fig. 4. The spectrum-averaged parallel
wavenumber displayed in the lower panels of Fig. 4 for two cases with averaged q̄ = 1.33
and q̄ = 2.33 shows that the overall amplitude of k  in the primary region of CTEM
11
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FIG. 4: CTEM-driven total intrinsic torque versus q value averaged over the central core region
(upper-left) and corresponding radial proﬁles of q and dq/dr for the three equilibria used for these
simulations (upper-right), and spatio-temporal evolution of spectrum-averaged k  for two cases
with q̄ = 1.33 (lower-left) and q̄ = 2.33 (lower-right).

ﬂuctuations is on the same level, as indicated by the color bars. This result shows that the
eﬀect of change in the q value on the k symmetry breaking is weak. On the other hand, the
dependence of the volume-integrated turbulence intensity on the q value plotted in the upper
left panel of Fig. 4 indicates that this turbulence intensity dependence appears to be a major
cause for the observed intrinsic torque vs q dependence. The key point of this interesting
result, however, is that the dependence of the torque on the q value shows the opposite
trend to the current scaling obtained in Fig. 3. Therefore, the current scaling can not be
established through the eﬀect of the q value on the nonlinear residual stress generation.
Now we turn to exploring the eﬀects of the radial variation of q on the turbulence driven
torque. To this end, three MHD equilibria are created, which hold the radially averaged
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FIG. 5: CTEM-driven total intrinsic torque versus the radial variation of q averaged over the
central core region (top-left), and radial proﬁles of mean residual stress at steady state (top-right);
corresponding radial proﬁles of q (middle-left) and dq/dr (middle-right) for the three equilibria
used for these simulations; spatio-temporal evolution of spectrum-averaged k  for two cases with
averaged dq/dr = 0.9 (bottom-left) and dq/dr = 2.2 (bottom-right).

q value nearly ﬁxed in the central core region where CTEM turbulence is generated, but
allow minor variation in the q proﬁle in order to create signiﬁcant variation in dq/dr, as
illustrated in the middle panels of Fig. 5. At the same time, the plasma pressure is held
ﬁxed. Note that a normal (positive) magnetic shear is present in all equilibria used in
this paper. The primary result of this simulation scan is presented in the top-left panel
of Fig. 5, which shows that the volume-integrated turbulent torque (i.e., the momentum
generation rate) increases nearly linearly with dq/dr. This scaling trend of the turbulent
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torque is consistently supported by the results of the underlying residual stress generation.
The radial proﬁles of the residual stress (time averaged over steady state) for the three cases
with diﬀerent dq/dr are presented in the top-right panel of Fig. 5. The residual stress Πrs
r,φ
is calculated according to the following kinetic deﬁnition for the toroidal momentum ﬂux:

Γφ ≡  d3 vmi Rvφ vE · ∇ρ/|∇ρ|δfi ,
where mi , vφ and vE ·∇ρ/|∇ρ| are ion mass, toroidal velocity and radial E×B drift velocity,
respectively, δfi is the perturbed ion distribution function, and   denotes ﬂux surface average. Because of the zero initial toroidal rotation used in these simulations, the calculated
momentum ﬂux is, by deﬁnition, essentially residual stress. The result in Fig. 5 shows that
the residual stress generation is enhanced as dq/dr increases. One may notice that the mean
residual stress at steady state changes direction, typically from outward in the inner core
region to inward in the outer core region. This feature of turbulent residual stress is highly
robust in our CTEM simulations. What determines the sign of the residual stress, particularly its relation with plasma parameters, remains to be understood. At the same time,
the volume-integrated ﬂuctuation intensity exhibits a much weaker dependence on dq/dr
(top-left panel of Fig. 5), which indicates that the observed intrinsic torque vs dq/dr scaling
mostly results from the eﬀect of the k symmetry breaking physics. Indeed, this is directly
clariﬁed by the results of the spectrum-averaged k presented in the bottom panels of Fig. 5,
which show that the amplitude of k  for dq/dr(central − averaged) = 2.2 is signiﬁcantly
higher than for dq/dr = 0.9, indicating enhanced k symmetry breaking with increased radial
variation of q. Note the simple relation k = (nq − m)/qR

(n/qR)(dq/dr)(r − r0 ), near a

rational surface at r0 . Given that the turbulence intensity is a reasonable measure of average
radial correlation length (r − r0 ), which is at the same level for the three cases of Fig. 5,
k  ∝ dq/dr is readily expected from this simple relation. Therefore, we conclude that the
observed enhancement of CTEM driven intrinsic torque is caused by the enhancement of k
symmetry breaking with increased radial variation of q.
The key point of this result is that the dependence of the intrinsic torque on dq/dr indeed
produces the right trend, which is consistent with the current scaling obtained in Fig. 3.
Therefore, given the distinct eﬀects of varying the q value and dq/dr on intrinsic torque
generation, it is concluded that the current scaling results from the eﬀect of the nonuniform
q proﬁle on the turbulence spectrum. Speciﬁcally, the generation of k asymmetry in the
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ﬂuctuation spectrum is enhanced with increased radial variation of q as the current decreases.
We should point out that the eﬀect of dq/dr on the nonlinear residual generation and the
associated key role of it behind the current scaling revealed by these gyrokinetic simulations
should be tested and validated by experiments. To a certain extent, this can be done by
revisiting the experimental data base from which the current scaling was deduced.
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FIG. 6: Ratio of momentum generation rate and heat transport rate versus dq/dr. This is from
the same simulations as those of Fig. 5.

Now we extend our discussion a bit further to examine how CTEM driven heat transport
scales with dq/dr, in comparison with CTEM driven intrinsic rotation. To this end, we

deﬁne and calculate a heat transport rate, d(ΔQ)/dt, where ΔQ = |ΔTe |d3 r with ΔTe
the change of electron temperature due to turbulence induced heat transport. Apparently,
ΔQ is a measure of electron energy transfered from the high temperature region to the
low temperature region, and d(ΔQ)/dt is the transport rate. The ratio of the momentum
generation rate and the heat transport rate is found to increase with the increase of dq/dr,
as shown in Fig. 6. The message of this interesting result is quite instructive in terms of
the clearly distinct eﬀects of the radial variation of q on rotation generation and energy
transport, namely, an increase in dq/dr may enhance the intrinsic rotation generation, but
not the heat transport. It also indicates that the underlying dynamics for turbulence driving
plasma ﬂow (precisely, the residual stress) and heat transport are quite diﬀerent. On the
other hand, there exists close coupling between turbulence driven momentum diﬀusion and
thermal diﬀusion (i.e., χφ ∼ χi ).34 Therefore, one may expect quite distinct Ip and dq/dr
scalings existing between the diﬀusive and the non-diﬀusive momentum transport driven
by turbulence. This interesting issue and its implication for experiments will be further
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discussed in a future publication.
For current scan studies, another scenario often adopted in experiments is to hold the q
proﬁle and the pressure proﬁle ﬁxed, while varying the current. In this case, the vacuum
magnetic ﬁeld has to change correspondingly, according to Bvac ∝ Ip . Our nonlinear CTEM
simulations have also been carried out to explore the current dependence of intrinsic rotation
in this scenario. We used the same simulation parameters as in Fig. 3, except for the MHD
equilibria. Simulation results are presented in Fig. 7. In this case, the CTEM driven intrinsic
torque is found to increase with the vacuum ﬁeld. It is important to notice that in this scan
scenario, the parameter ρ∗ for the three cases varies signiﬁcantly, from ρ∗ ∼ 1/130 for
Bvac = 1.5 Tesla to ρ∗ ∼ 1/230 for Bvac = 2.5 Tesla, which is an important factor impacting
turbulence transport. Thus, the variation in ρ∗ should be taken into account when we look at
the results in Fig. 7 in connection with the experimental scaling. Nevertheless, this current
scan scenario is considered to be less relevant to the current scaling obtained in experiments.
A possible ρ∗ -scaling of turbulence driven intrinsic torque is a highly important issue in both
theory and experiment. However, the B-scan to change Ip performed here may not represent
an appropriate way to approach the ρ∗ -scaling of intrinsic rotation. To address this issue,
more systematic non-dimensional scans of various macroscopic parameters are required. The

dPφ/dt (∼volume−integrated torque) (a.u.)

simulation study of the ρ∗ -scaling is ongoing research and will be reported elsewhere.
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FIG. 7: Total intrinsic torque versus external magnetic ﬁeld Bvac in CTEM turbulence.

Finally, we should point out that the experimental measurements of intrinsic rotation
usually correspond to saturated stationary ﬂow. Like other macroscopic plasma proﬁles, the
stationary ﬂow is developed on the transport time scale which is much longer than that of
current gyrokinetic simulations, which are on the turbulence time scale. In the absence of
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external torque, a steady state of (intrinsic) rotation is reached essentially via the balance
between intrinsic torque and momentum dissipation (e.g., due to non-axisymmetry magnetic perturbation induced viscosity35 ). Therefore, a stationary level of intrinsic rotation
depends on how strongly the plasma is driven by intrinsic torque. More speciﬁcally, a larger
rotation is expected with stronger intrinsic torque. While highly challenging issues remain
to be resolved in simulating steady steady plasma proﬁles using gyrokinetic codes, and our
simulations presented here do not calculate the steady state intrinsic rotation, the results for
the parametric dependence of turbulent torque (i.e., the momentum generation rate) characterized in this section can provide important insight into the behavior and characteristics
of steady state intrinsic rotation, thus addressing the physics origin of the empirical scalings.

III.

MESO-SCALE PHENOMENA IN CTEM TURBULENCE – FLOW, PARTI-

CLE AND HEAT PINCH

A few highly remarkable, interesting features observed in our CTEM simulations are
discussed in this section.
Nonlinear GTS simulations have found that meso-scale phenomena and associated nonlocal transport are highly pronounced in the TEM turbulence regime, probably because
of strong coherent wave-particle interaction at magnetic precession resonances of trapped
electrons. Remarkably, the parallel (and toroidal) ﬂow exhibits coherent temporal burstings
and radial propagation during its generation process, as is clearly seen in the upper-left
panel of Fig. 8. Particularly, it is shown that small parallel ﬂow perturbations are generated
locally (in the center of the plasma in the simulation case) by the turbulence, and then
propagate radially. Note that the amplitude of the ﬂow grows with time, as seen in the
ﬁgure, which is an illustration of intrinsic rotation generation due to the residual stress.
The measured propagation velocity is ∼ 7 × 10−3 cs , with cs the sound speed. This “ﬂow
pinch” phenomenon observed in the simulations appears to phenomenologically reproduce
a well-known experimental result in JT-60U where perturbed ﬂows created by modulated
beams were demonstrated to penetrate radially from the peripheral region of the plasma
into the core.7,36 Thus, it is highly illuminating. Furthermore, radial pinches appear to be
a very robust and generic feature in CTEM turbulence, and are found to emerge in all
transport channels, including particle, electron heat and ion heat. These are illustrated in
17
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FIG. 8: Time history of parallel ﬂow (upper-left), electron density Δn/n0 (upper-right) and ion
temperature ΔTi (lower-left) at three radial locations, and spatio-temporal evolution of electron
temperature ΔTe (lower-right), illustrating the generic pinch phenomenon in CTEM turbulence.
For illustration purpose, three curves for each quantity of V /vth , Δn/n0 and ΔTi at three radial
locations are displaced in the direction of the vertical axis. Actually, they all start from zero
initially.

Fig. 8. One highly remarkable fact found is that the radial pinches in diﬀerent transport
channels emerge “in phase”. We point out that the density pinch and the heat pinch carried
by electron turbulence as suggested by our nonlinear CTEM simulations can be tested by
designing similar perturbative experiments to ones with modulated ﬂows.

IV.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Recent progress made with our global gyrokinetic simulations in understanding the origin
of intrinsic rotation and plasma ﬂow formation in tokamaks is reported. Critical issues
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addressed are closely coupled to experimental and theoretical studies with emphasis in this
paper on electron transport dominated regimes. The nonlinear ﬂow generation process
due to the residual stress produced by the ﬂuctuation intensity and the intensity gradient,
in the presence of the low frequency zonal ﬂow shear induced asymmetry in the parallel
wavenumber spectrum, is shown to oﬀer one eﬀective, general mechanism to drive intrinsic
rotation via wave-particle resonant interaction.
As a most remarkable feature, this turbulence nonlinearly-driven intrinsic rotation is
shown to scale close to linearly with plasma gradients and the inverse of the plasma current
in various turbulence regimes. Our simulation results not only reproduce the empirical Rice
scaling obtained in ion transport dominated experiments, but also extend it into electron
transport dominated regimes which are highly relevant to ITER operation. While the turbulence self-generated zonal ﬂow shear provides a key, universal mechanism for k symmetry
breaking, simulations also indicate that other mechanisms beyond E × B shear enter into
play. Such an important mechanism identiﬁed in our simulations is the radial variation of
the safety factor, which is found to play a critical role in the current scaling. Speciﬁcally, the
origin of current scaling is found to result from the enhancement of k symmetry breaking
due to increased dq/dr as the current decreases, which enhances the turbulent residual stress
and associated intrinsic torque. We point out that this ﬁnding from simulations should be
conﬁrmed/validated by revisiting the existing experimental data base from which the current scaling was deduced. This kind of validation study is also useful to clarify whether
turbulence driven intrinsic rotation is a major source for the intrinsic rotation observed in
experiments. We also want to mention an interesting result that CTEM turbulence driven
transport in diﬀerent channels, namely, momentum, heat and particles, exhibits qualitatively distinct dependence on plasma current (and the radial variation of q). Speciﬁcally,
the particle and heat transport do not show considerable dependence on the plasma current
and dq/dr. Apparently, our results do not address the well-known, long standing mystery
regarding the Ip -dependence of global energy conﬁnement time typically observed in ion
thermal transport dominated plasmas, for which the underlying origin might have to do
with edge dynamics. On the other hand, the underlying physics governing the intrinsic
rotation vs pressure gradient scaling is rather straightforward, namely, both the turbulence
intensity and the zonal ﬂow shear, which are two key ingredients for driving residual stress,
are increased with the strength of the turbulence drives, which are R/LTe and R/Lne for
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CTEM and R/LTi for ITG. Practically, the scaling of intrinsic rotation ΔVφ ∝ ∇p observed
in experiments is strong evidence that turbulence is a key player in driving intrinsic rotation
in toroidal devices. Further distinction between ΔVφ ∝ ∇Ti and ΔVφ ∝ ∇pe may be used
to identify which turbulence, ITG or TEM, is dominant, by crosschecks with ﬂuctuation
measurements.
Global gyrokinetic simulations have also found that meso-scale phenomena and associated
nonlocal transport are largely pronounced in the CTEM turbulence regime due to strong
coherent wave-particle interaction at the trapped electron precession frequency. Radial
pinches in toroidal ﬂow, heat and particles are robustly driven by CTEM turbulence over a
wide range of experimentally relevant parameters. One highlighted feature is that all three
pinches emerge “in phase”. The pinches can play important roles in determining plasma
proﬁles. Speciﬁcally, toroidal ﬂow perturbations, which are generated locally (in the center
of the plasma in the simulation case) by the turbulence, are found to propagate radially.
This “ﬂow pinch” result amazingly reproduces the experimental phenomenon of radially
inward penetration of perturbed ﬂows created by modulated beams in peripheral regions,
and thus is highly illuminating.
A few important open issues which are particularly concerned in simulation studies are
brieﬂy discussed. First, while the intrinsic rotation is driven by turbulence nonlinearly
generated residual stress, boundary conditions also enter to play roles in determining the
formation of the rotation proﬁle. We believe that diﬀerent boundary conditions should not
qualitatively change the key physics captured by the present simulations, e.g., turbulent
torque ∝ ∇p/Ip . However, they may quantitatively aﬀect the simulated numbers for, e.g.,
the momentum generation rate, which is certainly important, particularly for comparisons
with experiments. Nevertheless, how the intrinsic rotation proﬁle formed depends on various
boundary conditions remains to be clariﬁed. For instance, the absorbing boundary condition
applied to the inner boundary (r/a = 0.1) will be removed by extending the simulation domain to the magnetic axis. This can be achieved by employing artiﬁcial cartesian coordinates
near the magnetic axis, removing numerical singularities in the region associated with the
use of ﬂux coordinates in the present simulations. Further, highly distinct rotation proﬁles
are generated by ITG and by TEM turbulence in simulations with momentum-source-free
and initially rotation-free plasmas. Why diﬀerent rotation proﬁles are formed between the
two turbulence regimes, which are rather robust, remains as a highly interesting issue which
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is also relevant to experiments. Particle ﬂux, which is driven only in TEM turbulence but
not in the adiabatic electron ITG regime, is well known to carry a convective momentum
ﬂux, and thus plays roles in reforming the radial proﬁle of turbulence driven intrinsic rotation in the CTEM regime. The eﬀect of particle ﬂux on the formation of the intrinsic
rotation proﬁle, however, remains largely unexplored.
Note that the empirical scalings (Rice scalings) were obtained mostly for H-mode plasmas
(some similar scaling was observed in ITB plasmas too). The current GTS simulations do
not address edge turbulence in the H-mode pedestal where the equilibrium E × B shear
can be large. However, these simulations may have better correspondence to H-mode than
to L-mode conditions. In the core region we are simulating, equilibrium E × B shear is
subdominant to the turbulence-generated zonal E × B shear. One could, however, expect
that for typical H-mode proﬁles, CTEM turbulence may become more tolerable than ITG
turbulence (which usually is the dominant turbulence in L-mode plasmas). We also think
that our simple boundary conditions may apply better to H-mode plasmas which exhibit
some commonality in rotation behavior, rather than to L-mode plasmas in which rotation
shows sensitive dependence on the divertor/limiter conﬁguration.
Experimental evidence shows that the primary intrinsic torque or source of intrinsic
rotation appears in the edge/pedestal region, particularly in H-mode plasmas. On the other
hand, experiments also observe core intrinsic rotation originating in the core region. To a
certain extent, whether a central intrinsic rotation originates locally or from the edge still
remains as an open question. It would be relatively straightforward to understand the former
case in terms of the turbulence driven intrinsic rotation revealed in global simulations. If
the source of intrinsic torque or intrinsic rotation is in the edge/pedestal region as some
experiments suggest,37 a key question is how central core rotation is coupled with these edge
ﬂows/torque? A general argument may include the eﬀects of various momentum pinches38–41
and possible momentum diﬀusion. There are some simple models proposed to understand the
problem based on these eﬀects.42 However, a dynamical picture of this process is still missing
in a consistent gyrokinetic simulation. Our simulations show that turbulence spreading and
the “ﬂow pinch” phenomenon discussed in Sec. III may play a certain role for the edge-core
ﬂows/torque coupling. Those results will be presented elsewhere in a future publication.
Nevertheless, to fully simulate the dynamics of centrally peaked rotation proﬁle formation
represents a highly challenging issue, which may involve ﬂux-driven gyrokinetic simulations
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on the transport time scale.
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